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We investigate a canonical method of lowering the character of R. H. Bing’s 1952 example G 
of a normal space which is not collectionwise Hausdorff. 
We show that adding K, Cohen reals to a model of CH produces a model in which there is a 
normal separable space of weight less than the continuum which is not collectionwise Hausdorff. 
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A central question in the theory of separation has been to establish the minimum 
character of a normal space which is not collectionwise Hausdorff. This question 
has been more or less settled. Bing [l] showed in ZFC that there is a normal space 
of character 2K1 which is not collectionwise Hausdorff. Silver and Tall (see e.g. [2]) 
showed that it is consistent with ZFC that there is a normal space of character K, 
which is not collectionwise Hausdorff. Fleissner [3] showed that it is consistent with 
ZFC that any normal space o character less than 2 5 is collectionwise Hausdorff. 
These are questions which remain [7]: 
Does CH imply that there is a normal not collectionwise 
Hausdorff space of character K2? 
Does 1CH imply that there is a normal not collectionwise 
Hausdorff space of character 2Ko? 
We believe that the techniques of using constructibility, random reals and Cohen 
sets to get models in which normal spaces of a specified character are collectionwise 
Hausdorff have been thoroughly explored but that advances await in the technology 
of constructing normal not collectionwise Hausdorff spaces. The constructions so 
far explored are of two basic types: K,-branches of a Cantor tree and generalizations, 
ladder systems and generalizations. In this paper, we investigate perhaps the most 
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natural method of lowering the character of a normal space which is not collection- 
wise Hausdorff: direct modification of Bing’s example G [ 11. In Bing’s classic 
construction, an uncountable set P (we shall assume P= wl) is embedded in a 
canonical way into 2Q where Q = P(P). This embedding produces a normal space 
of character ) 91 which is not collectionwise Hausdorff. What happens if Q is replaced 
by a subfamily Sa, perhaps of smaller cardinality? The space gets character (dl and 
remains not collectionwise Hausdorff. The question is whether the space remains 
normal. Letting G(d) be the space produced by replacing Q by ti in Bing’s 
construction, the question is: 
Can the cardinality of & be small (e.g. less than the continuum) 
and yet G(d) be normal? 
To answer this question, it is useful to provide a set theoretic characterization of 
the normality of G(d): 
Theorem 1. G(d) is normal if and only if & generates 9(w,) underjinite Boolean 
operations and then countable unions. 
To be explicit, the topology of G(d) is defined by letting 2O be a set of isolated 
points and letting {cr} u (f~ 2’: VA E K(~(A) = 1 iff (Y E A)} be open for each (Y E P 
and K E [Q]‘“. 
We believe that several set-theoretic topologists have been vaguely aware of one 
direction of Theorem 1 for several years. We need a lemma: 
Lemma 1. IfAcw, andf:w,+[9’(w,)]‘” separates A from w1 -A then there is a 
function g : w, + [P(wl)]‘” which separates A from w, -A such that (rng gl s w and 
such that, for each a E wl, g(a) c f(a). 
Proof. Separating A from wi -A is a finitary property (i.e. otherwise there are LY E A, 
PEW,-A such that for each TEf(a)nf(P), ITn{a,/3}l# 1) so we can find a 
minimal g refining f (i.e. g r w, -{(Y}u (a, g(a)- T) is not a separation for each 
T E g(a) and g(a) c f (a) for each (Y E w,). If lrng gl > w then we can assume, without 
loss of generality, lrng g 1 Al > w. Apply the A-system lemma to {g(a): (Y E A} to get 
BE [A]“1 and A E[Y’(w~)]~~ such that {g(a): (Y E B} is a nontrivial A-system with 
root A. We can assume that there is Tc A such that T E r, a E B implies LY E T and 
TEA-r,cuEBimplies(y~fTheremustbefixedPEw,-Asuchthat(yEB,TEA 
implies BE T iff (Y E T (otherwise by minimality, for any (Y E B, g(a) could be 
replaced by A). Each (Y E B is separated from B (but not by A). Thus, for each 
(YE B, there is TE(g(cY)-A)ng@) such that ITn{a,B}l=l. {g(a)-A: DEB} is 
a disjoint family and so g(B) must be uncountable. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. If Se = P(w,), AC w, and f: w, + [d]‘” separates A from 
w1 -A then we show A is the countable union of finite Boolean operations from &: 
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Wecanfind{T,:nEw}c~andg:w,~[~]‘“suchthat,foreachaEw,,there 
is m E w such that g(a) = {T, : n E WI} (apply lemma letting lJ rng g = { T,: n E o} 
and let g(a)={T,: (3m~n)T,~f(a)}). Let 9?={fl{T:“‘: T,,Eg(cu), i(n)=1 iff 
(Y E T,}: (Y E A}. Claim A = U 9. 9 is countable since the elements of 3 depend only 
on n and i: n + a. Each element of 9 is a subset of A since g is a separation; the 
elements of Ce cover A since (Y is an element of the ath element of 9. 
Next, if ‘3 c p(wi), A = w, and A, w, -A are the countable union of finite Boolean 
operations from d, then we construct f: w, + ]&I’” which separates A from w, -A. 
Boolean normal form shows that A, w1 -A are the countable union of finite 
intersections of elements of s4 and their complements. By partitioning these finite 
intersections further, if necessary, we can find {T,,: n E w] c ti and for each n E CO, 
I,,, I,, c “2 such that 
A=U{n{T;““: m E n}: i E I,, n E o} 
and 
w,-A=U{n{Tz”“: men}: iE.I,,: now}. 
Let f(o) = { T,,,: m E P(a)} where 
P( LY) = inf{n: there is i E I, u I,, such that (Y E n { Tz”‘: m < n}} 
To see that f is a separation, let (Y E A, p E w, -A. Without loss of generality, 
p(cx)sp(P). f(l3)~{T,,,:m<P(a)} but there is mcp(a) such that 
\{cOUnT,]=I. 0 
The set-theoretic characterization is probably more natural than the original 
problem so we continue by analysing the set-theoretic problem. Closing a family 
under finite Boolean operations does not change its cardinality so: 
Problem. What can the cardinality of a family which generates 8(w,) under count- 
able unions be? 
Lemma 2. If there is an almost disjoint mod countable family Ce of subsets of w, of 
cardinality K, then the cardinality of a family which generates CP(o,) under countable 
union must be at least K. 
Proof. If & generates p(w,) under countable unions and IdI < K, then each GE 9 
must contain a distinct element of Sp which is impossible. 0 
Corollary (Independently due to Steprans [6], and Jech, Prikry [4]). 
(I) If 2”o < K,, and 2K0 < 2*1 then there is no family of size less than 2”1 which 
generates P(w,) under countable unions. 
(II) If 2Ho=K and (K+)L<2K 1 and the covering lemma over L is true, then there 
is no family of size less than 2K~ which generates P(w,) under countable unions. 
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Proof. In each part, there is an almost disjoint mod countable family of subsets of 
w, of cardinality 2’1. 0 
If 2Ko< 2Kl, these results leave: 
Question 1. Does 2N~ < 2K~ imply that there is no family of size less than 2H~ which 
generates P(w,) under countable unions? 
If 2% = p--+1 , there is a weaker lower bound: 
Lemma 3 (ZFC). Any family which generates P(w,) under countable unions must 
have cardinality at least Kz. 
Proof. By diagonalization, there is an almost disjoint mod countable family of 
subsets of w, of cardinality Kz. Each subset must contain a distinct element of the 
generating family. 0 
To emphasize the contrast between this method of lowering the character and 
the standard methods, we have: 
Lemma 4 (MA). Anyfamily which generates P(wl) under countable unions must have 
cardinality 2”1. 
Proof. If 53 is a family of infinite subsets of o, of cardinality less than 2*1, then 
add a subset of w, with finite partial functions from w, into 2 and use the dense 
sets of partial functions which are not constant on any element of 3. The generic 
subset of w, does not contain any element of 9. (Of course, we needed only add 
2K~ Cohen reals to any model to get this result.) 0 
Thus, we have: 
Question 2. Is 2K~ = 2N~ = K3 consistent with the existence of a family of size Nz 
which generates P(o,) under countable unions? 
A surprising result is: 
Lemma 5. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC and there is a family of cardinality less than 
2K~ which generates P(w,) under countable unions). 
Proof. Let V be a model of GCH and let P be the partial order which adds K, 
Cohen reals pr=2” = 29 = K,+, . Let P, be the partial order which consists of the 
first K, coordinates of $. Let &= U {P(w,)n V’*l: n E OJ}. Since, for each n E 
W,VP~3t=2wl<Kw, (.&Q( = K,. On the other hand, let A be a P-name for a subset of 
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w,. Let G be P-generic over V. Let A,, = {a E w,: 3p E GrP,: pAlLa E A}. pAl E G 
implies that A,cA. If qEG and qt=aEA, then 3nEo andpEG]P,, such that 
q = p*l and so (Y E A,,. Thus, in VP, A is the union of {A,,: n E w} while A, E v”fl 
and so A,, E ~2 q 
The topological implication of Lemma 3 is: 
Theorem 2. Adding K, Cohen reals to a model of CHproduces a model in which there 
is a normal separable space of weight less than c which is not collectionwise Hausdor- 
Proof. The character of the space obtained in Theorem 1 is the cardinality of the 
generating family (i.e. N,). The cardinality of the space is the maximum of w, and 
the density of 2”- (and of the space) which is K,. 0 
This contrasts with: 
Theorem 3 (Tall and Weiss [5]). Adding K Cohen reals to a model of CH when K is 
regularproduces a model in which normal spaces of weight less than c are collectionwise 
Hausdor- 
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